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Chasing Angel Mar 25 2022 Chase Winters is one of a kind.That doesn't mean he still doesn't get on my nerves
more days than not, but his arrogance is starting to be sexy. Together our bond grows stronger, and so do
we.Just as we hurdle one obstacle, two or three more pop up. Go figure. It isn't enough that Emma once again
hates our guts, now Travis has decided to go all demon-zoid on us. I could hardly blame him though; he had
lost the girl of his dreams-again.After everything that we have endured, I am not the same girl anymore. Not
since the day I met Chase. The icing on the cake-there is a new player in town, and he is not human. Hell has
decided to pay Spring Valley a visit, and Chase and I are their first stop. Our quiet little town was about to
shatter.Of course there is also our rare bond to factor into all of this, and the pesky last piece. Or maybe it isn't
as pesky as it is combustible.Soul. Heart. Body.Oh dear God?
The White Raven (The Oathsworn Series, Book 3) Jun 15 2021 The epic and action packed third novel in Low’s
Oathsworn series, charting the adventures of Orm and his band of Viking brothers
O is for… Jun 03 2020 There’s a new game at LA’s most exclusive club, and everyone has to play. Sarah is the
submissive everyone forgets and long after the checklist “game” was announced she’s still waiting. Desperate
to scene, she makes a dangerous decision. Dev may be a white knight by day, but at night all his darker needs
and desires come out to play. Sarah is puzzling, but his plans for her are simple if devious. When he puts her
over his knee it’s play, not punishment…until he realizes she’s lying to him. Forced to confess her sins, and
reveal her deepest fears, Sarah expects Dev to walk away. But in the end her perfect white knight might be a
man in black leather.
Stealing Tranquility Jul 25 2019 Get ready to meet Jase, Kieran, Zade, and Issik, the last dragon descendants.
Olivia Campbell's life gets turned upside down when her mother suddenly passes away. Left with only a
stepdad who despises her, she turns to the streets. Penniless and alone in the Chicago winter, how much
worse can it get? She is about to find out. A chance encounter with a stranger who has the most breathtaking
violet eyes changes her world. Just a warm smile and a quick flash of dimples is all that it takes to capture her
interest in Jase Dior. Olivia wonders if her luck has finally returned. She soon finds out that Jase collects thingspretty girls to be precise. A glimpse of her sultry honey hair in an alley excites him. He must have her. And he
isn't taking no for an answer. Jase sweeps Olivia off the streets to the Veil Isles-a mystical and hidden land
uncharted by any mortal and ruled by the only dragon coven left in the world. What the hell did she get herself
into? Four dragons. One headstrong heroine. And a reverse-harem fantasy romance that could change the fate
of a dying race. Stealing Tranquility will transport fans of Twilight, A Shade of Vampire, and Shadowhunters to
an enchanted world unlike any other. Prepare for a unique spin on the lore you love-and an adventure that is
as thrilling as it is unexpected. Scroll up and BUY NOW to begin... *Recommended for ages 17+ due to

language and sexual content
Pathophysiology of Shock, Sepsis, and Organ Failure Aug 06 2020 In this book current knowledge of the
pathophysiology of shock, sepsis and multi organ failure is presented. The rapid progress which has been
made and the results achieved in intensive care medicine are based on sound basic research, which is duly
reflected in these chapters. Multiorgan failure is the foremost cause of postoperative and posttraumatic death
and many complex mechanisms are involved. Only with a good foundation of basic research can abnormalities
in the physiological, biochemical, and morphological course of shock be recognized and the necessary
conclusions for treatment drawn. Therapy must proceed from profound knowledge of the multi variant
physiological events in order to influence shock, sepsis and organ failure. Although numerous possibilities for
therapy have arisen from pharmaceutical research in recent years, they are beyond the scope of this book and
are not discussed here. To gain a better understanding of the pathophysiological events it was necessary to
examine and to describe different models that simulate and reproduce these events. Here we describe the
causative agents (shock) and the consequences (sepsis, organ failure) in two main sections, divided on the
basis of their pathophysiology.
Molecular Medical Microbiology, Three-Volume Set Nov 08 2020 The molecular age has brought about
dramatic changes in medical microbiology, and great leaps in our understanding of the mechanisms of
infectious disease. Molecular Medical Microbiology is the first book to synthesise the many new developments
in both molecular and clinical research in a single comprehensive resource. This timely and authoritative
3-volume work is an invaluable reference source of medical bacteriology. Comprising over 100 chapters,
organised into 17 major sections, the scope of this impressive work is wide-ranging. Written by experts in the
field, chapters include cutting edge information, and clinical overviews for each major bacterial group, in
addition to the latest updates on vaccine development, molecular technology and diagnostic technology. * The
first comprehensive and accessible reference on Molecular Medical Microbiology * Two color presentation
throughout * Full colour plate section * Fully integrated and meticulously organised * In depth discussion of
individual pathogenic bacteria in a system-oriented approach * Includes a clinical overview for each major
bacterial group * Presents the latest information on vaccine development, molecular technology and diagnostic
technology * Extensive indexing and cross-referencing throughout * Over 100 chapters covering all major
groups of bacteria * Written by an international panel of authors expert in their respective disciplines * Over
2300 pages in three volumes
Loving Angel Dec 10 2020 Loving Angel isn't easy. Actually, it's downright exhausting, but somehow she
weaseled her way into my life. She has become my everything—my reason for existing—my reason for
breathing. I love the ever-loving crap out of Angel Eyes. There is nothing I wouldn't endure for her—even
college.College. Ugh.I hope the frat boys, the jocks, and the nerds are prepared for what is about to embark on
their school this fall. Half-demons. Hunters. And um, the Keystone? Yeah, that is going to take getting used
to.We aren't exactly your average freshman. And somehow I find myself stuck with a bunch of troublesome
females to look after. Angel. Emma. Lexi. Pretty sure I got the raw end of the stick.But that isn't the worst of it.
There is someone lurking in the shadows—spying and stalking my girlfriend. He is a dead man. How many
people am I going to have to kill for this girl? A better question would be how many people wouldn't I kill for
her?As many as it took.Angel is about to experience betrayal of the worst kind. And this time, it's not entirely
my fault—shocker.
Turmoil Jun 27 2022 They call themselves the Elite-four boys from the wealthiest and most prominent families
in Elmwood, which somehow gives them the right to be righteous A-holes.Gorgeous.Arrogant.No regard for
rules.And Brock Taylor is the worst of them all.I wish I had known that before I slept with him. A night I just
want to forget.But Brock won't let me.They aren't just high school boys. They're four guys with an agenda, and
I'm out of my element. Trigger warnings: sexual assault, drugs, drinking, swearing.
Veil's Fall: A Witch Detective Urban Fantasy Jun 23 2019 Veil's Fall is the sixth and final instalment in this nailbiting, action packed Dark Urban Fantasy series by Taylor Aston White. Follow Alice as she battles her
Daemons, and unveils dark secrets in a modern world of magic.
The Games Jul 05 2020 Jurassic Park meets The Hunger Games in this stunning new high-energy, high-concept
tale from first-time novelist Ted Kosmatka, a Nebula Award and Theodore Sturgeon Memorial Award finalist.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY PUBLISHERS WEEKLY Brilliant geneticist Silas Williams
oversees U.S. selections for the Olympic Gladiator competition, an internationally sanctioned bloodsport with
only one rule: No entrants may possess human DNA. Desperate to maintain America’s edge in the upcoming
Games, Silas’s superior engages an experimental supercomputer to design the ultimate, unbeatable
combatant. The result is a highly specialized killing machine, its genome never before seen on earth. But even

a genius like Silas cannot anticipate the consequences of allowing a computer’s cold logic to play God. Growing
swiftly, the mutant gladiator demonstrates preternatural strength, speed, and—most chillingly—intelligence.
And before hell breaks loose, Silas and beautiful xenobiologist Vidonia João must race to understand what
unbound science has wrought—even as their professional curiosity gives way to a most unexpected emotion:
sheer terror. Praise for The Games “Blends the best of Crichton and Koontz.”—Publishers Weekly (starred
review) “Outstanding . . . very like something Michael Crichton might have written . . . [a] bold mix of horror
and SF . . . Expect big things from [Ted] Kosmatka.”—Booklist (starred review) “Kosmatka successfully
captures the thrill of groundbreaking technology. . . . The pleasure of his polished, action-packed storytelling is
deepened by strong character development. This near-future SF thriller . . . seems destined for the big
screen.”—Library Journal (starred review)
White Raven Sep 30 2022 DREADFUL LIES. UNEXPECTED LOVE. IMPOSSIBLE TRUTH. It only took one heartbeat
to change my life--one chilling phone call in the middle of the night. And then, as if my life didn't already suck,
my dad sends my brother and me to some idyllic island for the summer to live with a grandma we never met.
WTH. Naturally, I rebel. In the end, I find myself shipped off to Raven Hollow...and bored to tears. Until I get an
eyeful of the mind-bendingly gorgeous Zane Hunter. The dark-hair cutie makes my pulse go bonkers, and I
think, maybe this might not be so bad after all. Six feet of swoon inducing looks, with a hint of Celtic charm in
his voice, he was the type of guy that left a string of broken hearts in his wake. And I had all the heartbreak I
could handle. Yet, there is something uncanny, almost supernatural about Zane, and it's not just his
devastating smirk. No matter how much distance I put between us, Raven Hollow isn't big enough, and the
sparking tension between is undeniable. Of course, the one person I want to avoid becomes my salvation. My
past comes back to terrorize me. Someone wants me dead, and the closer I get to the truth, the more I realize
my whole life is a lie. I am no longer sure what is more frightening--the attempts on my life or the guy whose
heart and soul are synchronized with mine. WHITE RAVEN is the enthralling first installment in The Raven
series. A YA paranormal romance full of atmosphere, self-discovery, and love that will keep you captivated
until the very last page. If you love the romance of Twilight, the emotion of Mortal Instruments, and the soul of
the Iron Fey, you'll fall in love with White Raven.
Taming Fire Oct 27 2019 Return to the Veil and see what trouble holds next for Olivia and the
descendants.The four mighty and drool-worthy dragons never expected to fall for the same girl. Olivia never
imagined that girl would be her. Ripped from her protectors, Olivia is in more danger than ever and the
countdown to breaking the curse is swiftly ticking by. Unless she can find a way to escape, she has no chance
of saving the descendants she loves.Zade Hutson is hotheaded, passionate, and fiery. Determined to bring
Olivia home, Zade and the other descendants scour every inch of the Veil Isles. They won't rest until she is
back in their arms. All of them. Olivia refuses to cower in front of Tianna, the vengeful witch. She knows she
needs to make her way to Crimson Keep and find the Star of Fire before the witch gets her hands on it with or
without the aid of the descendants. Olivia has power of her own and she isn't afraid to give Tianna a dose of
her own goddamn medicine.Four dragons. One headstrong heroine.And a reverse-harem fantasy romance that
could change the fate of a dying race.Taming Fire will transport fans of Twilight, A Shade of Vampire, and The
Curse of the Gods to an enchanted world unlike any other... Prepare for a unique spin on the lore you love--and
an adventure that is as thrilling as it is unexpected. Scroll up and BUY NOW to begin...*Recommended for ages
17+ due to language and sexual content.
Redeeming Angel Jan 11 2021 The war between Hell and Earth is about to commence. But first, Chase must
save the girl he loves. Hell should have killed Chase Winters when it had the chance. Now, it's too late. He is
coming for them-all of them. And he won't stop until he gets what he wants. Angel. Chase will be damned
before he lets Hell take the only thing that matters in his life. Angel Morgan is as feisty as ever-more so. She is
embracing the darker side of being other than human. The line between good and bad has blurred, and even if
Chase can find a way to bring her back, that kind of betrayal leaves nasty scars. In the most sensual and actionpacked installment yet, the world is crumbling down around them, and the stakes are higher than ever. They
must do whatever it takes to rid Earth of demons. One thing is clear. Their love will either save them or destroy
them all. No matter the outcome, lives will never be the same.
The Hidden Kingdom (Kingdom of the White Sea Trilogy) Jan 29 2020 The perilous and provocative world of
Kingdom of the White Sea, by USA Today bestselling fantasy author Sarah M. Cradit, comes to a startling
conclusion in The Hidden Kingdom. A kingless crown will fall. A crownless kingdom will rise. It all began with a
desperate demand from a broken crown. Four brides. Four Reaches. Unquestionable and absolute fealty from
the mothers and fathers who were given no choice but to comply. A startling sequence of events followed, with
stunning repercussions that reached across the entire realm. Now, the king is dead. The would-be brides have

forged their own destinies—some for the better, others for worse. Not all who started this dance will finish it.
Those left will wear the lingering scars with a mix of pride and remorse. From his stolen throne, Oldwin rules
with a hand that grows shakier by the hour, as his once unparalleled magic dwindles. His grasp on power is
reliant upon his truths remaining hidden by the shadows, just beyond the reach of the fraught kingdom But
Oldwin is not the only powerful sorcerer in the kingdom. There are others who would see the terrible circle of
their traitorous past come to a decisive end. Their moonlight maneuvering saved the life of Dain Rhiagain, and
from his line the last sprig of hope remains: a chance to save the kingdom... to save all the worlds. Dain’s three
children, each raised in obliviousness, must now prepare to confront the staggering truth of why they were
born, and what they must now do, if the kingdom is to survive the final days ahead. But theirs is not the only
sacrifice required. The dying words of an old man will stir one man and his Reach toward a new destiny, one
that will decide the fate of all the worlds... For content warnings, please visit sarahmcradit.com.
Luminescence Nov 01 2022 My dreams were anything but normal. My temper sucked. And the new guy at
school was anything but average. I was a goner. We are talking, picking my drooling tongue off the floor kind
of gone. One reckless decision to skip school and I found myself in the arms of a bad boy with an attitude,
disarming smirks, and uber mystery shrouding him. Gavin Mason was mouthwatering hot, and his stormy
sapphire eyes were filled with secrets. Gavin might be dark and dreamy, but he wasn't the guy who captivated
my nights. Lukas Devine looked like the boy next door, and it was his sunny face that heated up my unusual
dreams. The closer I get to Gavin, the crazier they become. Then the unexpected happens. Gavin literally froze
an object mid-air saving my ass from what could have been a life-threatening situation. Turned out the guy I
am crushing hardcore on, was a witch. Yep. You got it. A full-blooded witch. Magic just wasn't a myth, and
Gavin and his family weren't the only witches in town. But will I be able to accept my fate, a fate that might be
unavoidable.
Losing Emma ( Jul 17 2021 "Emma Deen was no stranger to being the new girl. The word 'roots' weren't in her
family's vocabulary. So when she found herself a junior at Hall High, the last thing she had expected was to be
drawn to the magnetic Travis Winters. Those turquoise eys and irresistible dimples tugged at her heart.
Dancing used to consume her world until Travis. Being half-demon was no picnic in the park. Friends were
sparse, his love life was tricky, and he was always in constant danger. Even though Travis tried to keep his
distance, Emma made it impossible for him to ignore her anymore. And his life took on a new meaning.
Hopeful. Tempting. Love. Travis's dark secret would not only throw them in danger, it would also change their
lives. Neither of them knew what being together would lead to"--Page 4 of cover.
Five Ways to Fall Out of Love Feb 09 2021 How do I hate thee? Let me count the ways… Aubrey Cash learned
the hard way not to rely on love. After all, Webster Casey, the new boy next door she'd been falling for all
summer, stood her up at homecoming in front of everyone with no explanation. Proving her theory that love
never lasts seems easy when she's faced with parents whose marriage is falling apart and a best friend who
thinks every boy she dates is "the one." But when sparks fly with a boy who turns out to be Webster's cousin,
and then Webster himself becomes her lab partner for the rest of senior year, Aubrey finds her theory—and
her commitment to stay single—put to the test. As she navigates the breakdown of her family, the
consequences her cynicism has on her relationship with her best friend, and her own confusing but undeniable
feelings for Webster, Aubrey has to ask herself: What really happened the night Webster stood her up? And if
there are five ways to fall out of love…could there perhaps be even more ways to fall back in?
Crown of Darkness Oct 08 2020 When the struggle between love and vengeance becomes a deadly
battleground, is there any hope for salvation?_____________________________________________Lexi Winters' world
is falling apart. Damaged. Scarred. And Vengeful. Retaliation consumes her heart. Night and day, all she can
think about is exacting her retribution for Colin's death, the boy she once loved. Her guilt and resentment fuel
her choices to hunt.Fate has other plans.The Wild Hunt is underway, and Ashor Clave has one job, collect as
many human souls as possible in a single night. Not such a bad gig for the son of a powerful demon, that is
until he runs into unexpected trouble-a small but feisty package.Chaos reigns.When love mixes with
vengeance, Lexi knows she is teetering on a dangerous thread. Ashor is the very thing she swore to kill, but
then why is her heart getting in the way of what she vowed to do?Welcome to season two of the bestselling
Divisa series, an adventure full of forbidden romance, nail biting suspense, and unexpected
twists!_____________________________________________If you're a fan of Cassandra Clare or Sarah J Mass, welcome
to an exciting new world with memorable characters!Buy now and prepare for an all-nighter...
Gravity and Grace Sep 06 2020 On the fiftieth anniversary of the first English edition, this Routledge Classics
edition offers the English reader the complete text of this landmark work for the first time ever.
Slumber Nov 20 2021 There is no such thing as happily ever after. Everything Charlotte Winston thought she

knew has been thrown out the window. From the moment she opens her eyes, the world she remembered
ceases to exist, and in its place is a post-apocalyptic realm filled with unimaginable dangers. And one very
smoking hot guy who has an uncanny ability to make her blood sing, then boil in a blink of an eye. Dash Darhk
is everything her parents would hate. He's six feet and two inches of dark temptation and a killer smile, that's
surely left a stream of broken hearts in his wake. But her parents are nowhere to be found. Charlotte is alone
in this new world. Destroyed by a toxic mist, the land isn't the only thing altered, but the inhabitants as well.
As Charlotte begins the hunt for her family, gifts she's never fathom awake inside her. And with the gifts come
problems. Enormous ones. Charlotte is running out of options and places to hide. If she can't figure out who to
trust-and fast-she will lose more than her heart. Fans of Hunger Games, The 100, and Divergent will fall in love
with Slumber.
Soul Symmetry Feb 21 2022 A BANSHEE. A DEATH REAPER. LOVE TRANSCENDING. War is coming. The veil
between the living and the dead no longer exists. Evil is running rampant and the universe's symmetry
balances on my fingertips. No big deal. Of course, nobody knows how or when the hallows will strike, or who
among us is a traitor. Hordes of vengeful spirits are multiplying by the minute, closing in ranks. Zane is poised
to strike, but it's going to take more than his killer instincts, more than swords and shadows to vanquish the
hallows back where they belong. Stakes are higher than ever, yet I am determined to protect those I care
about-to save the world. Restoring the veil isn't as easy as a snap of my fingertips. Nothing worth fighting for
ever is. Friendship and loyalties are tested to the limit, sacrifices of unimaginable proportions are made, but in
the end, all that matters is whether I succeed or fail. SOUL SYMMETRY is the highly anticipated conclusion in
The Raven series. A YA paranormal romance full of love, betrayal, and enthralling supernatural world that will
leave you starving for more.
Starbound Jan 23 2022 Everyone, in some way, has been touched by magick. If you have the blood of a spider
goddess flowing in your veins, it is a double whammy…and kind of creepy.Katia Montgomery's life is charmed.
She is pretty, popular, and dating the star basketball player. So then why is she miserable? There is so much
more to Katia than endless parties, expensive clothes, and her social status—she is a nixie. Her world feels
inadequate, lonely, and she can't shake the feeling that something or someone is missing. And that might just
explain why she is suddenly crushing on the mouthwatering and forbidden Seth Nightingale.Seth has always
known that the sassy and spunky Katia is destined to be his—that they are starbound. While she goes through
boyfriends like bubble gum, chewing them up and spitting them out, he stands in the shadows, unable to do
anything about it, knowing he shouldn't care. Not a damn thing in his power can change their fates, and
that…well, really blows, but it doesn't stop him from dreaming about her, craving her, loving her.A dark curse
hangs over their heads, one cast centuries before. Now it is up to Seth to be stronger than ever and resist the
one girl he can never have…or risk killing them both. But the attraction between them is something neither
can ignore.And the curse, it's out for blood—their blood.
Black Crow Apr 13 2021 I'VE LOST SO MUCH. FAMILY. MY HOME. PRIDE. MY IDENTITY. And I couldn't help but
feel it's entirely my fault. There is no one else to blame. I've quickly learned that being the White Raven isn't
easy. The dead are restless and angry, and I don't know the first thing about being a banshee. Those around
me will get hurt. To keep them safe, I must endure painful decisions. Zane Hunter, the ultra-bad boy who stole
my heart, is one of those difficult decisions. Our souls are synchronized, making us a compatible duo. Too bad
I'm engaged to his brother. My forbidden relationship with Zane is complicated. Deep down I want more than
what my duty demands of me, what my family's past has shaped for me. Our problematic relationship only
increases in tenfold when a surprise I never saw coming shows up in Raven Hallow, changing the game. I
thought I had nothing left to lose...I was wrong. Yeah, being a banshee isn't all that it's cracked up to be.
Amethyst Tears Sep 18 2021 Lukas is alive. I'm talking in the flesh, and he is just as dreamy as ever. Problem
is I haven't told Gavin. There are just no words to tell someone that your dreams... really aren't just dreams.
And I'm a sucky liar. When the two actually met, it's a freaking disaster. Like fists flying, magic swirling and
tempers flaring. Ugh. Boys. But Lukas and I have something in common, other than sharing dreams. Our magic
has similar signatures. Nobody knows what that means. And as much as I know that it kills Gavin, Lukas is
helping me control it. The more I use my magic, the more trouble seems to find me. Loads of it. Turns out my
magic might just be more dangerous than anyone bargained for.
First Shift Nov 28 2019 Being human is only an illusion.In the shadows outside Sugar and Spice café, my life
changes forever.From the darkness, a mysterious stranger emerges. Coincidence? Not for him. Devyn St. Cyr
reveals a startling truth about me-I'm a Kitsune. A what? My thought exactly. Turns out I'm a shape shifting fox
with the ability to have extraordinary powers. Powers that make me a hot target for every ambitious
otherworldly creature.Thrust into the middle of a royal battle for a crown I wasn't sure I wanted, I must do what

no other Kitsune in a century has accomplished. Acquire nine tails and the power that comes with them. Or the
fate of two worlds will crumble. No biggie.Fans of Twilight, A Shade of Vampire, and Fallen will fall in love with
First Shift, a short novel series.Prepare for a unique spin on the shifters you love - and an adventure that is as
thrilling as it is unexpected. Scroll up and buy now to begin... *This is a short novel series - each installment
around 35k in length* *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts*
The Divisa Series May 27 2022 This book includes all 5 novels of the bestselling Divisa Series, and is over 700
pages of romance, teenage angst, and paranormal adventure. Enter the Divisa World!Angel Morgan was
positive her life ended the day she moved to the ho-dunk town of Spring Valley, Illinois. The internet service
was splotchy, there was nothing but miles of wheat fields, and her house was older than dirt. Everything was
looking gloomy, until she got an eyeful of her new neighbor. There was only one way to describe him-hot as
hell. With his sinful dark looks, unusually silver eyes, and kissable lips, there was something more about Chase
Winters than meets the eye. Angel was about to find out how very different Spring Valley was.Thousands of
copies sold, millions of pages read, and 250+ five-star reviews. Now for the first time, save over 50% by
reading the Divisa Series in this special deal!★★★★★ "Saving Angel, TOTALLY FREAKING AWESOME!" -- Julia,
the Romance Bibliophile★★★★★ "This is a great book. It pulls you in from the first page and doesn't
disappoint. I couldn't sleep at night because I kept saying one more chapter. This is a must read!" -- -Amazon
Reviewer★★★★★ "The best start to a series ever. I just read this last night and I kept thinking about it all day.
I can't wait for the next book in this series. You will enjoy this I promise you. It is worth every penny. Buy it and
enjoy." -- -Amazon Reviewer
Spirit Shift Aug 25 2019 Can Karina survive the Second Moon?Now under her Uncle's home, Karina finds
herself alone and unsure of who she can trust. She must draw upon her strength and Kitsune gifts to ensure
she survives or those she loves will suffer.With each passing day, her resolve begins to weaken and without
Devyn to guide her, Karina wonders if she has made the biggest mistake of her life. Was all that she sacrifice
worth the love she fought for? Will her spirit be broken?Snarled in a supernatural war, Karina is on a task to
earn her next tail.Fans of Twilight, A Shade of Vampire, and Fallen will fall in love with First Shift, a short novel
series.Prepare for a unique spin on the fae you love - and an adventure that is as thrilling as it is
unexpected.Scroll up and buy now to begin...*This is a short novel series - each installment around 35k-45k in
length*
Annual Update in Intensive Care and Emergency Medicine 2011 Oct 20 2021 The Annual Update compiles the
most recent developments in experimental and clinical research and practice in one comprehensive reference
book. The chapters are written by well recognized experts in the field of intensive care and emergency
medicine. It is addressed to everyone involved in internal medicine, anesthesia, surgery, pediatrics, intensive
care and emergency medicine.
Raven Series Jul 29 2022 This book includes all 3 novels of the bestselling Raven Series. With more than 200+
five-star reviews, this series topped the teen paranormal romance charts for months. Find out why readers say
"If you love the romance of Twilight and Mortal Instruments, you'll fall in love with White Raven. Get Lost in the
Raven Series! It only took one heartbeat to change Piper's life--one chilling phone call in the middle of the
night. Piper is a Banshee...but she doesn't know it until she spends the summer with a grandma she's never
met. A dark past follows Piper, and her only salvation might be the one person she has sworn to avoid. Zane
Hunter. Six feet of swoon inducing looks, he is the type of guy who leaves a string of broken hearts in his wake.
The Raven series. A YA paranormal romance full of atmosphere, self-discovery, and love that will keep you
captivated until the very last page. Thousands of copies sold, millions of pages read, and 200+ five-star
reviews. Now for the first time, save by reading the series in this special deal!
New Grammar of Ornament Mar 01 2020 Ornaments are omnipresent ? they can be found on buildings,
fabrics, jewelry, tiles, ceramics and wallpaper. Scorned at the beginning of the modern age, ornament has long
since returned to architecture and influences design drafts as much as tattoo motifs.00In New Grammar of
Ornaments, Thomas Weil compares current ornamental objects with the results of archaeological research on
ornamental artifacts and concludes that there is an anthropological constant. From the recurring arrangements
of stripes, rectangles, triangles and dots and the frequency of the forms of floral ornaments used, he derives a
new ?grammar of ornament.?00More than 160 years after Owen Jones' influential publication, New Grammar of
Ornaments is a new standard work. It categorizes the variety of ornamental forms used worldwide and for the
first time places them in a major art and cultural-historical context.
Functional Hemodynamic Monitoring Mar 13 2021 This is the newest volume in the softcover series "Update in
Intensive Care Medicine". It takes a novel, practical approach to analyzing hemodynamic monitoring, focusing
on the patient and outcomes based on disease, treatment options and relevance of monitoring to direct

patient care. It will rapidly become a classic in the approach to patient monitoring and management during
critical illness.
Absorbing Poison Aug 18 2021 Return to the Veil and see what trouble holds next for Olivia and the
descendants.The age of dragons could be coming to end. Five months to be exact. That is unless Olivia
Campbell can find a way to break the curse that has bound the last four dragon shifters to the Veil, an island
unchartered on any map.Kieran Devenport is edgy, charming, and deadly. His ability to breathe poison makes
him a formidable foe or a powerful ally. Olivia is glad he is on her side.As Olivia prepares for a journey deep
into the woods of Veil where Kieran's kingdom, Viperus, thrives on tangled chaos and wild danger, she must
find the Star of Poison. But she isn't alone, and no matter the cost, Olivia is determined to save her dragons.
The scorned witch, Tianna, can kiss her a$$.Four dragons. One headstrong heroine.And a reverse-harem
fantasy romance that could change the fate of a dying race.Absorbing Poison will transport fans of Twilight, A
Shade of Vampire, and The Curse of the Gods to an enchanted world unlike any other...Prepare for a unique
spin on the lore you love-and an adventure that is as thrilling as it is unexpected. Scroll up and BUY NOW to
begin...*Recommended for ages 17+ due to language and sexual content
Saving Angel Apr 25 2022 A teenage girl moves to Spring Valley, Illinois and ends up with neighbors, a family
of Divisa's, half-demon, half-human people. Before long, ugly, nasty beings from Hell are on her trail and out to
get her.
Fire and Bone Dec 22 2021 In Hollywood's underworld of demigods, druids, and ancient bonds, one girl has a
dangerous future. Sage is eighteen, down on her luck, and struggling to survive on the streets of Los Angeles.
Everything changes the night she's invited to a party--one that turns out to be a trap. Thrust into a magical
world hidden within the City of Angels, Sage discovers that she's the daughter of a Celtic goddess, with powers
that are only in their infancy. Now that she is of age, she's asked to pledge her service to one of the five
deities, all keen on winning her favor by any means possible. She has to admit that she's tempted--especially
when this new life comes with spells, Hollywood glam, and a bodyguard with secrets of his own. Not to mention
a prince whose proposal could boost her rank in the Otherworld. As loyalties shift, and as the two men vie for
her attention, Sage tries to figure out whom to trust in a realm she doesn't understand. One thing is for sure:
the trap she's in has bigger claws than she thought. And it's going to take a lot more than magic for this Celtic
demigoddess to make it out alive.
Inferno of Darkness May 15 2021 Lexi Winters thought she'd experienced loss and heartache before, but
nothing prepares her for the raw pain at being separated from Ashor Clave-the demon she is soulbound with.
Nor does she expect the strange darkness that awakens inside her.The Queen of Darkness has not given up on
her plan to conquer the underworld, an epically bad idea on so many levels. If the queen succeeds, a rift will be
created in the barrier between worlds, allowing demons to walk freely. Her first attempt might have been
thwarted by Lexi's escape, but the queen is ancient and patient. She has a bargaining chip-Ashor.Lexi wants
only to save her mate, which involves breaking him out of the underworld, but there are so many
complications she never sees coming. Lexi never thought she would ever go back to Hell, but for Ashor, she is
willing to risk more than just her life. Because when you are dealing with the queens of Hell, your soul is on the
line.
The Kingless Crown (Kingdom of the White Sea Trilogy) May 03 2020 From the USA Today & International
Bestselling author of the Saga of Crimson & Clover comes a gripping new epic fantasy world that will leave you
breathless to the very last page. A crown woven together by lies. A kingdom with the power to unravel them.
Four Reaches. Four brides. Only a fortnight separates the young women from becoming reluctant queens of
the usurper king, Eoghan Rhiagain. Twenty years earlier, King Eoghan’s father cunningly devised marriages
between the highborn sons and daughters of the oft-warring Reaches, sealing the unions before they could
protest, shattering existing betrothals in place of forced alliances. Now, Eoghan, the cruel boy king who stole
his crown through murder, demands the eldest daughters of these unions. To accept is unfathomable. To
refuse is treason. The lords and ladies of the kingdom have no choice but to prepare their beloved daughters
for the horrors ahead. But they’ll soon discover there are no longer any daughters left to present. All four have
disappeared, painting the world with their rebellion. Theirs is not the only rebellion. Across the kingdom, little
fires light within. From the enigmatic sorcerers in the northern mountains, to the magi who both wield and
regulate the kingdom’s magic, and beyond... to a place where two prisoners are not what they seem. As the
Reaches ready themselves to face the king, the kingdom hovers on the edge of chaos. And there are many
who recall, in candlelit secrecy, tales of a time before... �� Evil King ⚔️ Formidable Women �� Raven Priestesses ⚔️
Arranged Marriages �� Found Family ⚔️ Enemies to Lovers �� Friends to Lovers ⚔️ Multiple Romantic Subplots ��
Unique Magic System ⚔️ Revenge �� Medieval Fantasy ⚔️ Forbidden Romance �� Epic Worldbuilding ⚔️ Politics and

Intrigue For content warnings, please visit sarahmcradit.com.
Thawing Frost Aug 30 2022 The end is near. But will Olivia be able to save her dragons and the home she has
come to love? Return to the Veil in the epic conclusion to the Dragon Descendants.An unexpected reunion
brings new possibilities to Olivia's quest of finding the dragon stars. She and the four dragons travel to Iculon,
a kingdom as cold and brutal as its heir. Olivia might have lost the Star of Fire to the witch Tianna, but she isn't
willing to give up. Not by a long shot. Issik Westgard preferred a life of quiet and solitude until he met Olivia
Campbell, the girl who found a way to thaw his frosty heart. War threatens the Veil and all Olivia holds dear.
She might not know what her future holds, but she's willing to take the witch down with her to save the four
dragons she loves. Piece by piece.Four dragons.One headstrong heroine.And a reverse-harem fantasy romance
that could change the fate of a dying race.THAWING FROST will transport fans of Twilight, A Shade of Vampire,
and The Curse of the Gods to an enchanted world unlike any other...Prepare for a unique spin on the lore you
love-and an adventure that is as thrilling as it is unexpected.Scroll up and BUY NOW to begin...*Recommended
for ages 17+ due to language and sexual content.
Nine Tails Sep 26 2019 Fans of Twilight, A Shade of Vampire, and Shadowhunters will fall in love with the Nine
Tails, a short novel series. Karina Lang's world is shifting upside down. When a mysterious shaman shows up
just in time to save her, he changes her whole world. Devyn St. Cyr is deadly gorgeous, and born to protect
Karina with his life. Karina is thrust into the middle of two worlds. One she has known her entire life, and the
other a secret only just revealed. The surprise doesn't end there. She is the only one who can save the Second
Moon from war and destruction. But first she must survive. Prepare for a unique spin on the shifters you love and an adventure that is as thrilling as it is unexpected. This is a boxset of books one - three in the Nine Tails
series (First Shift, Storm Shift, and Flame Shift). There will be nine books total. Scroll up and buy now to
begin... *This is a short novel series - each installment around 35k in length*
Moondust Apr 01 2020 Light and dark-polar opposites. That is how Brianna sees Gavin and Lukas. One is the
brightest stream of sunshine and the other as dark as twilight. Brianna Rafferty is a clar silte-a witch with the
power to strip others of their magic. Her gift both scares the bejesus out of her and thrills her. Her future is
bleak and troublesome, filled with uncertainty. There are those who cloud her decisions, make her doubt
herself and what she feels. Sometimes it takes more than courage to make the ultimate sacrifice. In the end,
she will have to face her toughest decision yet. There is evil working among her, threatening all those she
loves. In a journey of self-discovery, Brianna will do whatever it takes to protect them. No matter the cost.
Chasing Angel Dec 30 2019 "Chase Winters is one of a kind. That doesn't mean he still doesn't get on my
nerves more days than not, but his arrogance is starting to be sexy. Together our bond grows stronger, and so
do we. Just as we hurdle one obstacle, two or three more pop up. Go figure. It isn't enough that Emma once
again hates our guts, now Travis has decided to go all demon-zoid on us. I could hardly blame him though; he
had lost the girl of his dreams--again. After everything that we have endured, I am not the same girl anymore.
Not since the day I met Chase. The icing on the cake--there is a new player in town, and he is not human. Hell
has decided to pay Spring Valley a visit, and Chase and I are their first stop. Our quiet little town [is] about to
shatter. Of course there is also our rare bond to factor into all of this, and the pesky last piece. Or maybe it
isn't as pesky as it is combustible. Soul. Heart. Body. Oh dear God..."--Page 4 of cover.
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